VA Locum Tenens Presentation

From New York to LA, from Chicago to Dallas, and everywhere in between.

VA Locum Tenens
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VA Locum Tenens:
• 1,400 locations nationwide, streamlined credentialing process, and personalized orientation in a great location.
• One consistent experience, from one location to the next: Computerized patient records, networked nationwide; consistent medical procedures; and the most courageous patients on Earth reporting the highest patient satisfaction.

Dr. Joseph Lalka – Former locum, current full-time primary care:

“The staff here is great. Coming in as a locum allowed me to test drive VA, and it’s fulfilling to serve those who have served our Nation.

“The motive here is not profit: There’s no goal to churn patients in and out. You don’t have to practice defensive medicine.”
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Compensation:
• Earn market pay
• No malpractice required

Federal Government benefits:
• Paid vacation, sick leave, and Federal holidays
• Federal health and retirement benefits
• Government travel reimbursement
• Life insurance
• Long-term care insurance
• Flexible spending accounts
• One license for 50 states

Quality medical professionals, delivering high quality health care. Highlights:
• Nobel Prizes